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Stepping up the “Game” in Physical Education

ABC’s and 1, 2, 3’s  (Version I)  —  K–3
Objective: In Version I, students will practice let-

ter and number recognition, while reinforcing com-

munication skills and developing trust through 

the use of blindfolds. In Version II, students will 

practice and reinforce the skills of basketball and 

soccer dribbling as well as learning how, when, 

and why using peripheral vision is important.  

Version I Equipment: 
 � Spectrum Blindfolds (one blindfold per group 

of two)

 � 5” or 9” Spectrum Poly Markers or Spots (26 

spots lettered A-Z and 25 spots numbered 1-25; 

I recommend having one set of spots to repre-

sent uppercase letters and one set of spots to 

represent the lower case letters. The numbered 

spots can go as high as you deem necessary. 

Note: some physical education companies sell 

pre-labeled lettered and numbered poly spots, 

or you can purchase plain poly spots and write 

letters and numbers on each spot with a sharp-

ie or permanent marker.

Version 1 Procedure: Before classes arrive, ran-

domly spread all of the poly spots, with the letter 

or number facing up, throughout the play area. 

Instruct each student to fi nd a partner and go sit 

at one poly spot as a group. Note: a group should 

not be sharing a spot with another group. Hand one 

blindfold to each group once they are seated and 

quiet. The object of the game is for each group to 

travel chronologically to each letter of the alpha-

bet and each number on the fl oor. To begin: the 

partner who is not blindfolded will look at his or 

her poly spot to determine their group’s letter/

number. This partner will then verbally guide the 

blindfolded partner safely to the next chronologi-

cal letter or number. For example, group 1 is stand-

ing on letter D. The non-blindfolded partner must 

verbally navigate his or her blindfolded partner 

safely to the next letter in the alphabet, which is 

the letter E (See Figure 1). Verbal cues such as “walk 

towards me,” “stop,” “turn left,” “turn to your right,” 

etc., are highly recommended to help each other 

navigate safely.

Each group must travel safely through the play area 

without crashing into any other groups. Note: en-

courage blindfolded players to walk with their hands 

extended out in front of them for protection. Partners 

may only touch their teammates to avoid a colli-

sion with another group or to avoid the wall. Upon 

arrival to the correct letter or number, partners will 

switch positions and continue the game by travel-

ing to the next letter or number. Note: a group at 

letter Z must travel to the number 1, and a group at 

the number 25 must travel to the letter A. 

Stop the activity and allow a group that is imple-

menting great teamwork and communication 

strategies, to demonstrate what is helping to make 

them successful. Explain that trust is an extremely 

important key component to any friendship and 

explain that if you are not trustworthy you prob-

ably won’t have many friends. Remember that the 

safety of the blindfolded partner is the sole respon-

sibility of the non-blindfolded partner. In real life 

crashes cause injury. If a team bumps into another 

Figure 1: Traveling to the next letterFigure 1: Traveling to the next letter
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team or if a collision occurs, each group involved 

must remove their blindfolds and step outside the 

boundaries to jog 2 laps because physical activity 

heals the body. Note: make sure to encourage stu-

dents to never give up by persevering until they fi nd 

their next letter or number.

Rules and Safety: 
1. No peeking! Trust your partner to safely direct 

you to the next letter or number.

2. No touching. Use only verbal instructions.

3. Never allow your friend to crash into someone 

or something! Partners may touch their team-

mates at anytime to avoid a collision with an-

other group or to avoid the wall. 

Variations:
1. Eliminate verbal cues and instruct students to 

use non-verbal cues such as hand clapping, 

snapping, stomping, etc.

2. Eliminate the “no-touching” rule for Kindergar-

teners. Allow the non-blindfolded person to be 

the leader and the blindfolded person to place 

his or hers hands on the leaders shoulders to 

be led to the next letter or number.

ABC’s and 1, 2, 3’s  (Version II)
Version II Equipment: 

 � 5” or 9” Spectrum Poly Markers or Spots (26 

spots lettered A-Z and 25 spots numbered 

1-25)

 � Playground balls or basketballs (one ball per 

student)

Version II Procedure: (recommended for teach-

ing as a two-part lesson with Version I or as a sepa-

rate lesson)

Before classes arrive, randomly spread all of the 

poly spots, with the letter or number facing up, 

throughout the play area. Instruct each student to 

get one ball and sit at one poly spot. Note: a stu-

dent should not be sharing a spot with another 

student. The object of the game is to improve each 

student’s ability to take their eyes off  the ball (im-

prove peripheral vision) while dribbling to touch 

each letter of the alphabet and each number in 

chronological order. To begin: students will look at 

their current letter or number and begin dribbling 

their balls while searching for the next chronologi-

cal letter in the alphabet or number. Note: instruct 

students to dribble a basketball the fi rst round 

and switch to soccer dribbling during the second 

round (See Figures 2 and 3). Each player, upon ar-

riving to the correct number or letter, will simply 

Figure 2: Hand-dribbleFigure 2: Hand-dribble Figure 3: Foot-dribbleFigure 3: Foot-dribble
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travel to the next chronological letter or number. 

Note: a student at letter Z must travel to the number 

1, and a student at the number 25 must travel to the 

letter A.      

Explain and/or demonstrate the concept of us-

ing peripheral vision and its importance in many 

sports. For example, all profi cient basketball play-

ers must be able to take their eyes off  of the ball 

while dribbling, in order to focus on the opponents 

who are trying to take the ball away.

Variations: 
1. Spot spelling: practice spelling words by 

yourself or with a partner. Implement various 

locomotor skills while traveling to each letter 

to spell names, favorite foods, colors, etc. 

2. Partner spelling: one partner stands on the 

fi rst letter of a word and the second partner 

stands on the next letter in the word. They con-

secutively throw, pass, or bowl a Gatorskin ball, 

football, yarn ball, etc. Continue this pattern 

until the word is spelled. Note: look out for oth-

er teams who will also be throwing balls. Players 

can spell any word or the teacher can prepare site 

words in advance.

3. Alphabet Mania: Alphabet Mania, (No Standing 

Around in My Gym, Human Kinetics), enhances let-

ter recognition and is a great tool to help kinder-

garten, fi rst and second-grade students explore 

pathways. Spread poly spots with alphabet let-

ters written on the back of them all over the gym. 

Once students partner up, give them one jump 

rope (beaded ropes work best), and, on the sig-

nal, have them travel around the room in a cho-

sen locomotor movement. When the stop signal is 

given, the students have to search for a poly spot, 

turn it over, and design the letter with their jump 

rope on the ground. The teacher then circulates, 

asking students what various pathways their let-

ters display before continuing with the game. 

ABC’s and 1,2,3’s • Diagram

= Poly spots labeled with a letter or number


